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Medvedev approaching to shake hands with an American cowboy as he visits the Kotlyakovo cattle
breeding farm in Bryansk region Wednesday. Ekaterina Shtukina

Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev paid a visit Wednesday to a Bryansk region farm that has
imported cattle from the United States and also some American cowboys to help the Russians
develop their struggling meat industry.

Medvedev chatted with a couple of the cowboys dressed in boots, jeans and checkered shirts,
including one in a broad-brimmed black hat from the U.S. state of Idaho, who introduced
the prime minister to his wife and young son.

Medvedev asked the American in English whether he had managed to learn to speak any
Russian.

The man, who was not identified in television reports on the visit, said that other than
"please" and "thank you," the most important words in his Russian vocabulary were those
needed for taking care of the cattle: "open the gate" and "close the gate."

The farm in the southwestern Bryansk region has more than 7,000 head of Aberdeen Angus



cattle, many of them imported from the United States. At least four U.S. cowboys work on the
farm, where they use American horses to herd the black cattle.

The Miratorg holding company, which operates the farm Medvedev visited and others in the
Bryansk region, said it imported 5,500 head of the black cattle from the United States
in January. Two previous shipments within the past year came from Australia.

The company also imported 57 American Quarter Horses, the breed used on ranches
throughout the United States.

During a meeting at the farm with the Bryansk governor and other officials, Medvedev said
Russia was committed to reducing its dependence on imported beef.

Medvedev was forced to cut short the visit after a downpour and strong winds nearly knocked
over the pavilion where he met with officials.

"I think we need to break off and move to another building," he said in televised remarks as
the flapping of the tent grew so loud it drowned out his words.

(AP, Reuters)
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